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Abstract 
 
Last decade has witnessed a tremendous increase in the body of literature regarding various 
dimensions of buyer-seller relationships. In this study we have tested the impact of relationship 
duration and logistic service performance on relational norms in wholesaler-retailer relationships. 
We argue that the effect of relationship duration on relational norms is contingent on the level of 
logistic service performance. The nature of relationship has been investigated in wholesale-retail 
sector of Pakistan. The hypotheses were tested on the sample of retailers in Pakistan.  
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The aim was to develop the research model to gain further insight regarding this phenomenon. 
Our model explains the details of business relationship between buyer-seller in terms of 
relationship duration, logistic service performance and relationship duration.  Through the lens of 
relational contracting theory, coupled with logistic service performance quality; our model was 
tested in Pakistan’s retail-wholesale sector. The empirical part was done through cross-sectional 
survey. The respondents were the shopkeepers in retail sector.  
Results revealed conformance with respect relational contracting theory which is our main 
research domain. Similarly, findings also support the previous research regarding relational 
contracting theory and logistic service quality literature. An interesting interaction effect was 
found between relationship duration and logistic service performance. Thus our research 
hypotheses are proved empirically and the results give a deeper insight into this aspect of 
business relationship. 
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Chapter 1 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Background information 
In 2006-2007 the whole sale and retail trade sector of Pakistan contributed Rs. 897 billion to the 
national GDP and employed 6.6 million individuals, as a result this sector was the second largest 
sector in terms of contribution to GDP and third largest in terms of employment (Economic 
Survey, 2008). The structure of population in terms of disposable income and lifestyle, and also 
the structure of the retail, differ widely by level of urbanization. The analysis will only be limited 
to the city Multan, because of its unique nature of urbanization with a fine blend of 
demographics representing the urban and rural mix. It has a population of approx. 2.5 million 
and situated in the mid of the country on the intersection of northern and southern part of 
Pakistan (FBS,2002). The analysis will also be limited to stores selling fast moving consumer 
goods such as packaged foods, toiletries and household items. The nature of retailing is bit 
different in Pakistan. The business of retailing has not yet, consolidated, in the form of chain 
stores and mega malls. Therefore the dynamics of retailing are also different. The most common 
forms of retail stores are called ”Kiryana Stores” and ”General Stores”, where  ”Kiryana Stores” 
are traditional small shops where goods are mostly stocked in sacks kept on the floor. These 
shops use over 50 % of the floor space for unbranded grocery items such as spices, sugar, pulses, 
rice, floor, and kerosene oil. These shops also store some branded and packaged items like dairy 
products, personal care products, and traditional fast food. They are typically 300 square feet in 
size and ”General Stores” typically allocate fifty percent shelf space to branded and packaged 
category grocery items including foods, toiletries and household goods. Products are generally 
stocked on the floor or wall-mounted shelves  ( Government of Pakistan, Survey of Wholesale 
and Retail Trade, 1998). They are mostly high frequency stores where volume of sales per 
customer is low but the turnover is high because of high population density. Service is typically 
provided over the counter, rather than through self-service. They are typically 500 square feet in 
size (Abdul Ghani, 2005). 
The objective of the study is to look into the retailer-wholesaler relationship by studying the 
impact of relationship duration of the business partners on the relational norms dependent upon 
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the level of logistic service quality performance of the wholesaler. Traditionally, the logistics 
management has been the domain of managing and mobilizing inventory which is the 
operational aspect of the logistics. The interacting partners often strive to identify the perceptual 
impact of customer service activities associated with logistics which can be said as the marketing 
aspect of the logistics (Mentzer et al, 1999). 
An overwhelming quantity of the marketing literature addresses customer service, or more 
specifically service quality with respect to the end-use customer. Our aim is to look in to the 
domain of the performance of logistic service quality with respect to wholesaler and retailer 
perspective and study it under the paradigm of relational contracting theory (Macneil, 1981, 
1983). Several authors, nevertheless, have attempted to elaborate the theoretical domain of the 
service quality to a business to business context, particularly in the field of logistic service 
quality. In particular, Bienstock et al, 1997 developed a valid and dependable scale of what they 
termed as physical distribution service quality through surveying a broad range of purchasing 
managers. Our focus, here are retailers in the urban context of Multan, the city of Pakistan, on 
the logistic service environment provided by the wholesalers in this setting. We should keep in 
mind, particularly, that the research culture is low in such environments due to lack of intensified 
national level distribution setups and the small scale wholesale and retail setups. At the moment, 
there is no foreign or national level distribution center providing integrated services to the 
retailers across the whole country. 
1.2  Research Problem 
The study is concerned with the buyer supplier relationship in the wholesale and retail sector of 
Pakistan. The study intends to analyze the business relationship of seller- buyer by observing the 
impact of relationship duration on relational norms in terms of logistic service quality. The study 
uses the theoretical framework of relational contracting theory by coupling it with logistic 
service quality theory. The study intends to answer the following question. 
 What is the impact of relationship duration and logistics performance on relational norms in 
wholesaler-retailer relationships? 
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1.3 Research Setting 
Empirical part of this research was conducted in Multan, a city of Pakistan, which involves a 
survey from wholesalers and retailer in the city. The underlying objective was to empirically test 
the performance of wholesalers based upon the logistic service quality and the relationship 
norms perceived by the retailers. Our respondents were the retailers. The studies’ theoretical 
foundations stem from the concept of logistic service and relational contracting theory which is a 
fundamental marketing concept and the paradigm determining the relational norms and discussed 
in the next chapter. 
1.3  Purpose and Importance of the study 
The basic objective of the study is to investigate the dynamics of buyer-seller relationships in 
Pakistan and to judge the application of relational contracting in this society as mostly the 
theories are developed and tested in Western culture and environment. The study will also help 
in promoting the research culture in Pakistan and developing awareness amongst the subjects of 
the study a sense of analysis. Our aim is to judge the wholesale and retail sector of Pakistan 
which is the second largest sector in Pakistan after agriculture in contribution to GDP with 
grocery market having size to the tune of $ 1.8 billion annually (Economic survey of Pakistan, 
2008) and to develop a model which can be used by the practitioners to predict and project their 
future business plans with respect to logistic service performance and the health of relationship 
in the dyad setup.  
1.4 Scope of the Study 
Our studies will be covering Multan, a city of Pakistan having a population of almost 2.5 million 
people (FBS, 2002) which is situated almost in the middle of the country with borders to all 
provinces of Pakistan and the demographics consists of almost all major ethnic and economic 
segments of the country (Abdul Ghani, 2005). The study will deal only with grocery and dairy 
products usually considered the fast moving consumer goods. The logistic service will be 
measured only through the delivery related aspects of the goods from the wholesaler to the 
retailer. Although study can be replicated to wider area both in terms of physical coverage as 
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well as more number of products but due to time and resource constraints the scope of the study 
is limited to this level. 
1.5 Organization of the Dissertation 
The dissertation consists of seven chapters. Chapter one is dedicated to introduction of the topic 
as well as the introduction of Pakistan, Multan where the research has been conducted. It also 
describes the dynamics of wholesale and retail sector of Pakistan. Chapter two is devoted to 
literature review regarding the logistic service and relationship contracting theory. Chapter three 
discusses in detail the model parameters and model of this study with in depth discussion of 
various variables included in the study to reach at the required results. Chapter 4 gives the details 
of the research methodology by describing in detail the research design, sample frames etc. 
While chapter 5 discusses the operationalization of the variables used in the study as the basic 
building block to investigate the relationship. Chapter 6 is dedicated for in depth analysis of data 
and testing of our hypotheses and chapter 7 elaborated the results of the study with its 
implications, limitations and future research. 
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Chapter 2 
2 Literature Review 
 
2.1 Service Quality 
In the marketing literature, it is widely believed that superior service quality is very important 
factor in this era of tough competition. Service quality’s theoretical and empirical link to 
customer relationship has made it a vital marketing instrument (Venetis and Ghauri, 2004). 
Relationship of service quality with improved supply chain performance has been generally 
accepted (Mentzer et al., 1999) as we can increase the satisfaction of each member of the supply 
chain by developing closer partnership type arrangements (Christopher and Lee, 2004). In the 
development of such closer partnership type arrangements, the service quality is a vital tool. 
Several researchers (Cronin and Taylor, 1992) have tried to expand the conceptual domain of 
service quality in a supply chain perspective.  
The importance of effective supply chain management (SCM) has become more and more 
evident in recent years. Businesses continue to identify the role of SCM in creating and 
maintaining a strategic competitive advantage through close customer relationship, increased 
satisfaction and improved business profitability (Mentzer, 2001; Stank et al., 2001). An essential 
aspect of SCM is reliable, high-quality logistics services. Logistics services need to design and 
implement the operations of inter-organizational systems that allow goods to sweep away time 
and space constraints (Daskin, 1985). 
2.2 Logistic Service Quality 
Although there has been various dimensions of performance in the literature extending from 
marketing to strategic management, but we shall focus on logistic performance of the wholesaler 
in our study and we shall discuss the literature based upon the fundamental understanding of 
logistic related aspect of performance. 
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Perreault and Russ (1974, 1976) are the pioneers in logistic service quality research, who 
elaborated that logistics activities, create time, place, and form utility, thereby enhancing product 
value. This affirmation was further proved by (Coyle et al., 1992; Shapiro and Heskett, 1985;  
and Stock and Lambert, 1987)  in describing the seven Rs of utility creation by logistics services: 
delivering the right amount, the right product, at the right place, in the right condition, at the 
right time, with the right information, and at the right price.  
In this regard, further contributions have been made by several authors including Mentzer et al. 
(1989) who propounded  that delivery service quality comprised of ‘‘customer service quality’’ 
and ‘‘physical distribution service quality.’’ The marketing customer service component has 
been researched by Mentzer, Gomes and Krapfel, (1989). They proposed that understanding 
perceptions of physical distribution service from a customer’s point of view was an essential 
input in marketing management decisions. The same has also been proposed by Zeithaml (1988) 
in his marketing service quality literature in describing the concept of perceived versus objective 
quality in consumer’s judgment about quality and excellence. 
A commendable effort has been carried out by Bienstock et al. (1997) to develop a valid and 
reliable scale for measuring physical distribution service quality, which was the first of its nature 
effort to initiate an integration of the logistics and marketing service quality research streams. As 
part of this effort, they examined the marketing service quality measurement literature, 
particularly the development of logistic service scale and subsequent endeavors aimed at 
application of these logistic service dimensions in industrial service contexts. 
Bienstock et al. (1997) elaborated that the problems faced in applying this scale to an industrial 
service context were based on the relative importance of technical/outcome versus functional/ 
process dimensions who play a very important role in consumer versus industrial service 
transactions. 
Technical/outcome quality determines whether the service delivers the core benefit or outcome 
that is promised, while functional/process quality addresses the process of service delivery 
(Gronroos, 1984; Parasuraman et al., 1988). The logistic service dimensions  are heavily oriented 
toward the functional/process aspects of service quality. As can be seen in a service classification 
scheme discussed in Lovelock (1983), industrial services (e.g., logistics services) may differ 
dramatically from many of the services investigated in most marketing service quality research 
with regard to who/what receives the service and the nature of the interaction.  
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It is important to note that for some industrial services, the logistic service emphasis on 
functional/process dimensions may not satisfactorily resolve the content validity of the service 
quality construct. Therefore, according to Bienstock et al., (2008)  
“ in the service perspective where (1) the service provider and the service customer are 
physically separated; and (2) the services are bound for ‘‘things’’ rather than human beings , the 
development of adequate technical/outcome magnitude may be essential for developing valid 
and reliable service quality measurement instruments.” 
In an effort to improve the comprehension that how  customers perceive the quality of logistic 
services with respect to their satisfaction,  several authors ( Mentzer et al., 1999; Mentzer et al., 
2001) further made an effort to develop logistic service performance research by conceptualizing 
logistic service performance as a broader construct comprising of Bienstock, Mentzer, and Bird’s 
(1997) physical distribution service technical/outcome dimensions as well as additional 
dimensions of a functional/process nature. This was an important step forward towards our 
understanding of customer perception formation and increasingly important for the content 
validity of service quality and it is considered as an intellectual base for the integration of 
marketing and logistics activities. Therefore logistic service has also varying dimensions, for 
certain people it may be dependent upon what you have received and what you have given, 
others may talk about high quality is important than volume, still others may say that 
convenience and flexibility is the most important thing (Lapierre, 1997). 
Thus the operationalization of the dimensions of service quality is quiet a task in the light of 
these factors. The logterm relationships are beneficial for the organizations that is why the onus 
is on the developing and maintaining these long term relationships (Ganesan, 1994). 
Thus, a firm’s logistic service capability is one of the most crucial factors to establish these 
relationships (Bowersox et al., 1995). 
According to Davis and Mentzer (2006), through an extensive literature review, it can be found 
out that the relatively softer concepts of organizational behavior and human psychology has not 
been given much importance and more work has been done on traditional concepts of inventory 
management, back order , etc., this entails that still it is needed to do a lot regarding performance 
and relational norms linkage over the passage of time. 
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2.3 Logistic Service and Relational Norms 
 As we want to study the effect of the duration of the relationship between the buyer and the 
supplier on the relationship norms based upon the logistic service performance of the supplier, 
first we need to understand the concept of relational norms. In recent years, much work has been 
done regarding relational norms, relationship duration and customer performance but our study is 
bit different from this in a way that we are interested in the logistic quality of the seller. The 
concept of relational norms has been widely proposed and elaborated by several authors but the 
most important of them is the social contracting theory and relationship contracting theory. The 
theory also explains the implications of the length of relationship in social set ups which can be 
replicated to business to business setups with equal ease.  A multitude of  suppliers, nevertheless, 
compares their performance with the panned and achieved ratio (Keebler et al., 2001). It should 
be clearly understood that logistic quality is different from product quality and it is what the 
customer expect (Forslund, 2006). 
 
2.4 Relational Contracting Theory 
In 1980, Macneil presented the social contract theory which elaborated the contractual relations 
not only with respect to economic as well as social perspective. In 1983 he further elaborated the 
theory and came up with a set of relational norms which governs the interpersonal aspect of 
exchanges. The important thing was to operationalize these norms, which was done by Kaufman 
and Stern (1988). In the buyer-seller relationship literature, the impact of relational norms put 
forward by Macneil (1983) was first observed by Dwyer et al., in 1987 but still having 
limitations in conceptual details and operationalization.  
As our study is primarily to observe the relationship between performance and the relational 
norms which does not give a concrete set of dimensions and is still posing a challenge to the 
researchers (Kaufman and Dant, 1992). Various authors believe that the operationalization of 
relational norms have only partially been supported by empirical studies in different sphere of 
business as well as social life. Although the notion of this theory is essentially more relational in 
nature, yet having its limitations for various kind of governance relationships ( Paulin et al., 
1997). 
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The study which we are conducting in the retail and wholesale sector of Pakistan is to judge the 
fabric of the relationship between wholesaler and retailer based upon the perceptions made by 
the retailers on the logistic service quality provided by the wholesalers. The relationship is going 
to be tested under the domain of relational contracting theory. The findings of this study may 
have a business to business implications in generally and social relationship implications in 
particular.  
But the true economic concepts of utility maximization cannot be merely understood under the 
domain of this theory as the transactional relationships are different from personal relationships 
which are deep in nature and primarily consists of cooperative, interactive and non-economic 
personal satisfaction. Norms have a lots of variations in various different setups and provide an 
important basis for scheming the societal and organizational exchanges ( Paulin et al., 1997). 
Various authors have defined the relational norms “as precursor to trust and as a pattern of 
accepted and expected sentiments and behavior shared by members of an exchange system that 
have the force of social obligation or pressure”. (Bendor and Mookherjee, 1990; Macneil, 1983). 
Thus according to relational contracting theory, the chemistry of buyer seller relationships is 
influenced by the development of trust and a personal relationship over the passage of time. The 
development of relationship over the passage of time serves as the focal point for establishing 
long term business and personal transactions. Therefore, relational contracts will be attuned over 
time and will be dependent upon the current and historical perspective of the relationship as a 
result of which shared behaviors are emerged over the passage of time which govern the nature 
and strength of relationship ultimately ( Buvik and Halskau, 2001). 
Several studies have tried to link the relational norms to level of performance in the inter firm 
relationships. There is appositive association between logistic performance and relational norms 
although some of the regression coefficients were not significant ( Hagland and Reve, 1993).  
We also know that in the volatile environments, relational norms are highly dependent on the 
logistic performance (Noordewier et al., 1990). Therefore, in our empirical study we will try to 
operationalize various contracting relationship norms in the light of various authors who have 
developed a variety of repository of relational norms to be used in different types of business to 
business set ups. Over the passage of time when two parties interact with positive perception of 
one another on both sides, create such a level of social bond which cannot be imitated by 
following the philosophy of production orientation or sales orientation (Reidenbach et al., 1995). 
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2.5 Relational Duration and Relational Norms  
The fact is that a mere a sequence of few transactions does not determine the nature of 
relationship, rather it is an overall logistic service performance based upon the long term 
relationships norms which can be judged by the nature of some existing business relationships as 
well, for example various accountancy, legal and advertising agencies have rather lengthy 
relationships with their customers (Harris et al, 2003). The argument is that real relationships are 
more than that just a series of transaction between the interacting partners. In fact, relational 
norms determine the nature of the relationship not just the intended behavior (Dwyer et al., 1987). 
A positive association has been found between relational duration and relational norms with no 
linkage between length of the relationship and customer performance. But we are concerned with 
the logistic performance of the seller and not with the customer. Many researchers suggest that 
close associations may become fruitful over the passage of time (Flink et al., 2008). Thus 
contracting norms serve as an alternative framework as compared to opportunism and a lot of 
credit has been given to Macneil, despite the fact that his work does not say anything regarding 
inter firm relationships, for presenting his deliberations on such a subtle and implicit issue which 
is impalpable (Williamson, 1985).  
Relational norms get matured over the passage of time and cause a decrease in social and cultural 
differences by giving birth to a shared set of values, cooperation and commitments. Although, 
duration has been the most vital determinant in establishing and maintaining relationships but the 
level of attention given to this factor is not up to the mark. These relational norms may be 
consisting of solidarity, honesty, credibility as sub dimensions. Nothing is more beneficial than 
the old and healthy relationships as if it has passed the test of transitionary stage; the relationship 
has entered into mature stage with a lot to offer to the dyad. It means, on the other hand we can 
also say that the partners in the relationship will either break the relationship in the early stage or 
go a long way if passed this critical test of time. Another very interesting aspect of the relational 
norms is that they are not discrete rather continuous in nature (Samouel, 2007).  
There has been scarcity of literature on this issue except that in a study the role of duration has 
been investigated empirically in a particular situation where relationship has been compared in 
relatively young and seasoned relationship in bilateral exchanges and they are of the view that if 
the dyads survive a certain period of time they may become a worthwhile asset in the future 
( Anderson and Weitz, 1989).  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
3 Research Model and Hypothesis 
 
 
Now we are going to elaborate the research model and the hypotheses for the current study. 
These hypotheses have been derived from the deliberations of relational contracting theory 
appending with the quality of the logistics service. We are going to empirically test the 
association between relationship duration between wholesalers and retailers and the relational 
norms based upon the quality of the logistics service provided by the wholesaler and evaluated 
by the retailer.  The theoretical assumptions of this theory elaborate that there is positive 
association between a longer history of relationship duration and relational norms in buyer-seller 
relationships evolved over time as well as the current practices (Buvik and Halskau, 2001). 
Thus a thorough search of literature pertaining to social contracting and quality of the logistic 
performance makes it pertinent to the relationship duration. We, therefore are concerned about 
the impact of relationship duration on relational norms keeping in view the logistical 
performance of the partners.  
According to Samouel (2007), these relational norms may be consisting of solidarity, honesty, 
credibility as sub dimensions, yet there is no fundamental agreement on the recipe of the 
relational norms. On the other hand, as far as the quality of the logistics service is concerned 
several authors have worked out various measures and constructs to measure it. Some of the 
early researchers emphasized the technical aspect while others have been proposing the process 
aspect of the of the logistic service quality (Bienstock et al., 2008). 
Although, duration has been the most vital determinant in establishing and maintaining 
relationships but the level of attention given to this factor is not up to the mark. Thus, it is 
implied from the literature that role of time has not been given the due importance in the buyer-
seller relationships and successive studies provide an evident that time is the most crucial and 
sometimes single determinant of the nature of relationship in the dyads. Therefore, we are 
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investigating that the relationship of time and relational norms is dependent upon logistic 
performance. 
The model of our research showing the relationship of duration, relational norms and quality of 
the logistic performance is given below. The main focus of the study is to check the effect of 
independent variable on the dependent variable. The independent variables are order condition 
credit facility determining the logistic service quality and relationship duration while relational 
norms is the dependent variable in this study.  
 
 
Figure 3-1: Research Model 
Relationship Duration Relational Norms
Logistic Service 
Performance
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3.1 Hypotheses Development 
In the light of the study of Heide and John (1992), the existence of supportive relational norms 
has been confirmed between seller-buyer relationships over the passage of time and when a 
business relationship is in its initial phase, the exchange partners are in the process of knowing 
each other behaviors. Therefore, time is the crucial factor in the development of relationships and 
determining the relational norms, yet it depends upon the level of logistic service quality (Flink 
et al., 2008). The researchers have also developed a stream of knowledge regarding the linkages 
between the duration of seller-buyer relationships, relational norm characteristics and 
performance outcomes (Pillai & Sharma, 2003; Poppo et al., 2004). According to relational 
contracting theory, the longevity of the relationship creates certain norms which determine the 
nature of buyer-supplier relationship (Macneil,  1980). We can also say that companies’ ability to 
develop relationships is called performance (Håkansson and Sanehota, 1995). Whipple and 
Frankel (2000) are of the view that business relationships are not mere the produce of time 
duration rather enhanced performance is also important. Often the improved performance caused 
stronger relationship ties (Daugherty et al., 2006). 
Thus, relationship norms develop over the passage of time. The relationship as it has emerged 
over the passage of time will be dependent upon the embedded service level in their business 
dealings and this relationship will give birth to a set of shared values (Ring and Van de Ven, 
1992).Thus, in well performing business relationships, the role of the logistic service is decisive 
and identified as relational asset and serves as a significant resource in ongoing purchasing 
relationships (Lee et al., 2004). Therefore, we can argue, based upon this body of literature, that 
the association between relationship duration and relational norms can be determined by the 
level of logistic service quality perceived by the buyer. Thus, we propose the following 
hypothesis. 
 
H1:  The effect of relational duration on relational norms is dependent / contingent on the level 
of logistics performance. 
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Table 3-1: Relationship Matrix 
 
 
The hypothesis discussed above can be further extended from the above matrix. In the above 
matrix, starting from cell 1, where, relationship duration is younger between buyer-seller and the 
level of logistic service is high. This relationship can move in any direction with in the matrix. It 
can move straight right and can enter in cell 2, as well as, it can move down and can enter in cell 
3. Let us describe the later situation and discuss its repercussions. This situation will arise when 
initially the logistic service level of the seller was high but it suddenly went down to a modest or 
low level of service. In this scenario, either the service level of seller is inconsistent or eroding 
relatively in the long term. This may be the case of adverse selection where the buyer may be the 
new entrant into the market and he is unaware of the market dynamics. It is also possible that the 
market of this particular product which buyer is purchasing from the seller is monopolistic in 
nature and the buyer is not left with more options and he is bound to purchase from the same 
seller. In this situation, the buyer will raise his voice (Hirschman, 1970) about the unsatisfactory 
level of logistic service. Here again, the buyer has two options, one is, if the market is 
monopolistic in nature and the service quality is not good enough, the buyer may keep on 
purchasing from this seller but it will not helpful in developing the relational norms even if the 
relationship persists for a moderate period of time or until the buyer gets a better alternative, 
other may be the situation when the market is not monopolistic and despite the repeated voices 
from the buyer regarding the low level of service the seller does not  improve its service level. 
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These types of relational exchanges do not produce the common interests as inconsistency may 
lead to unexpected actions (Rokkan and Haugland, 2002). The common wisdom tells us that it 
will erode the relational norms and the buyer may decide to exit (Hirschman, 1970) from the 
relationship and start purchasing from another seller. Therefore, when we move from cell 3 to 
cell 4 as the logistic service level is either modest or low; we can say that relationship duration 
will be negatively associated with relational norms. Thus the effect of relationship duration on 
relational norms will be negative in the presence of persistent low level of logistic service. So, 
we can hypothesize as under. 
 
H2:  The effect of relationship duration is negative on the relational norms when the logistic 
performance is low / modest. 
 
Elaborating further the above mentioned discussions, concerning the chemistry of well 
performing business relationships, Ulaga (2003) used the qualitative approach and found that 
there is positive association between relational duration and relational norms based upon the 
order delivery and flexibility. The similar results were also reported by Cannon et al., (2000) in 
his study, when he found the positive link between business relationship and product quality and 
delivery and relational norms are not discrete rather they are keep on evolving over the time 
spectrum (Ford et al., 1993). We can, further, enrich our understanding of association between 
logistic service performance and relationship duration by developing an interaction effect 
between them which can be depicted by the relationship matrix. If the logistic performance is 
high and relationship has just been initiated then most of the business relationships will move 
positively and will enter into the second quadrant of the matrix. This is the place where most of 
the business relationships will lie which is in accordance with the classical relational contracting 
theory as well. Thus relational norms will develop positively when we move from cell 1 to cell 2.  
Therefore we propose that the positive interaction effect of logistic service performance and 
relationship duration will be instrumental in increasing the relational norms, which can be 
hypothesized in the following way. 
 
H3:  The effect of relationship duration is positive on the relational norms when the logistic 
performance is high. 
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3.2 Independent, Dependent, and Control Variables 
 
3.2.1 Independent Variables 
3.2.1.1 Logistic Service Performance 
Theoretical and empirical studies by Mentzer et al. (1999) and Mentzer et al. (2001) sought to 
further develop the logistic service quality research by conceptualizing it as a broader construct 
encompassing Bienstock, Mentzer, and Bird’s (1997) physical distribution service 
technical/outcome dimensions. Here we are using the physical order condition construct 
generally pertaining to accurate and safe delivery (Byrne and Markham, 1991) of the ordered 
products and we judge its impact on relational norms together with time duration as our 
understanding is that with the consistently good performance of the service quality, the relational 
norms will increase over time. In the context of our study, this is a very important variable as it 
determines as it is measuring the physical distribution characteristics of the deliveries from the 
wholesaler to the retailer. The further details have been discussed in the chapter of literature 
review. In the perspective of Pakistan, logistic service or order condition is very crucial as the 
modes of transportation are not very developed and means of communication are not up to the 
mark, which make it exciting to study the contingent role of quality of logistic service rendered. 
 
3.2.1.2 Relationship Duration 
Time duration is the most crucial variable in the relationships studies as time tested relationships 
are not less than a valuable asset in dyads. Many researchers suggest that relationship duration is 
a complex variable to study; nevertheless, close associations may become fruitful over the 
passage of time (Flink et al., 2008). The relationships are always evolutionary in nature and 
flourish through time (Heide and John, 1992; Ganesan, 1994). However, according to Donney & 
Cannon (1997), the past relationships are the basic building block for the existing and future 
relationship norms and relationships and trust need time to grow, therefore we can say that time 
is absolutely necessary to develop relational norms as length of the relationship time is positively 
associated with quality of the service and as the time increases the uncertainties decrease (Flink 
et al., 2008). We have used here the natural logarithm of the relationship duration, which is an 
increasing function as well as smoothes the effect of changes over the period of time. 
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3.2.2 Dependent Variable 
3.2.2.1 Relational Norms 
Bilateral relationships are the domain of social exchange theory. Thus these are the expectations 
and behaviors which are evolved overtime as a result of interaction between two parties. The 
hazards of opportunism can be subsided in relational exchanges as a result of establishing long 
term relationships and helpful norms which consequently develop into a shared set of values with 
the softer ingredients of cooperation, solidarity, honesty (Samouel, 2007). Thus, norms are 
developed in the idiosyncratic setups over the passage of time. Therefore, we have taken the 
relational norms as a dependent variable in our study and we have investigated the impact of 
time duration over the relational norms based upon the criticality of logistic service performance. 
As we have come to know that there is positive association between a longer history of 
relationship duration and relational norms in buyer-seller relationships evolved over time as well 
as the current practices (Buvik and Halskau, 2001). In the business environment of Pakistan, it 
could be very interesting to study the relational norms as society may have different composition 
in various perspectives of established relational norms. 
 
3.2.3  Control Variables 
3.2.3.1 Credit Facility 
Certain authors view trade credit as a very important tool to boost trade related ties and enhance 
the sales in purchasing and sales operations. Although, it has been vastly propounded that trade 
credit can be a very important factor in relationships but there is a dearth of empirical studies 
(Bannerjee et al., 2007).. According to Nilsen (2002), there is 13% share of account receivables  
in total liability in United States.  Alternatively, according to transaction cost theory of trade 
deficit, initially there will be positive relationship which will be followed with a strong negative 
relationship afterwards; he is also of the view that transaction costs are reduced by credit sales 
because if delivery is uncertain, the delivery cycle and the payment can be separated by the 
parties. In the business environment of third world countries like Pakistan, the trade is still 
dominant by the old agriculture trade practices which were mostly done on credit basis. 
Therefore we have included this variable as a control variable in our model to judge its impact on 
relationship over the passage of time. 
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3.2.3.2 Amount of purchases from the wholesaler 
This is a control variable in our model. We have controlled the impact of dependence of retailer 
on the wholesaler to judge the effect of relationship duration on the relational norms where the 
logistic service is contingent on the relationship. The size of the common retailer in Pakistan is 
not big and most of the stores normally deal into high volume and low value products with 
emphasis on high frequency products (Abdul Ghani, 2005). As we know according to the 
established theoretical framework of resource dependence theory high firm power is taken in to 
consideration and the critical assets of the organization may go in to the control of controlling 
firm because of which management wants to avoid such situations (Chin et al). 
 
3.3 Variable Interaction Effects 
Various authors (Buvik and Grønhaug, 2000; Kumar et al., 1998) have used the interplay of 
variables in their research to compute the effect of various variables coupled with another 
variable to judge the combined effect of two variables and its relationship with the other variable. 
This is in line with various researches to study the interaction effect. Here we are studying the 
interaction effect of two variables i.e. natural log of time duration and logistic service 
performance on the dependent variable relational norms. Performance tends to be effective if 
coupled with time on relational norms. We will try to judge the response of our model, primarily, 
in the light of this interaction effect. We have taken the natural logarithm of the number of years 
of relationship between seller-buyer relationships because of the smoothing effect of the natural 
log and its tendency to normalize the effect of very long and very short durations. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
4 Research Methodology 
 
4.1  Introduction: 
In this chapter, the applied research methodology for this work is elaborated in a sequential way. 
The chapter describes the research design, determination of population and sampling framework. 
Finally, the data collecting procedures are presented. 
4.2  Research Design: 
To select an appropriate design for research demands a cautious consideration of features of a 
phenomenon going to be studied. Such features prescribe both types of empirical data as well as 
the method that is going to be applied in the analysis. Contextually, phenomenon either can be 
described as ‘discovery’ or ‘justification’. When the issue to be investigated has not yet 
researched properly and very little knowledge is on the surface then the inductive research 
methods should be used. In contrast to this, justification perspective involves theory testing and it 
is compatible with deductive approaches (Gupta, 2003). 
 
Our study involves theory testing. Based upon the experiences drawn from previous researches 
indicate that a variety of different research design are available for theory testing. But we will 
use the applied research design or correlation research design for this study because we will use 
several independent variables with one dependent variable for testing the association between 
them (Cook & Campbell, 1979). 
4.3  Methodological Issues 
This work employed two methodological approaches. Firstly, we used the conceptual approach 
to address research questions and issues tackled by this work. Secondly, we used collection of 
primary data from the Retailers in Multan which is a city of Pakistan. The data collection was 
done by using a survey to retailers called  ”Kiryana Stores” and ”General Stores” in Pakistan, 
where  ”Kiryana Stores” are traditional small shops where goods are mostly stocked in sacks 
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kept on the floor. These shops use over 50 % of the floor space for unbranded grocery items such 
as spices, sugar, pulses, rice, floor,  and kerosene oil. These shops also store some branded and 
packaged items like dairy products, personal care products, and traditional fast food. They are 
typically 300 square feet in size and ”General Stores” typically allocate fifty percent shelf space 
to branded and packaged category grocery items including foods, toiletries and household goods. 
Products are generally stocked on the floor or wall-mounted shelves (Government of Pakistan, 
Survey of Wholesale and Retail Trade, 1998). They are mostly high frequency stores where 
volume of sales per customer is low but the turnover is high because of high population density. 
Service is typically provided over the counter, rather than through self-service. They are 
typically 500 square feet in size. Similarly, use of secondary data was also made wherever 
necessary from different sources which provided basis for this research. 
 
4.3.1  Empirical Setting 
According to the researchers, a particular industry is chosen to test the domain of a particular 
theory in particular settings. While testing theory, internal validity is given more importance over 
external validity is the primary reason for this choice. With selection of a specific industry 
internal validity will be improved. Similar thinking considers such a choice as a better way to 
minimize the chances of error and high variance while simultaneously improving statistical and 
predictive powers of the study. In this regards the retail sector in Pakistan was effectively used to 
test the current research setting. The retail sector in Multan mainly consists of Kiryana Stores 
and General Stores or high frequency stores where the retailing has not yet evolved to huge retail 
chain stores and super markets. Although, as the German retail giant ‘Metro’ is considering now 
to open up their outlets in various Pakistani cities including Multan, it is expected that the 
scenario in the retail sector will now be changed and a more consolidation is expected in this 
sector (Government of Pakistan, Ministry of commerce and Trade). 
 
4.3.2  Study Data 
Both primary and secondary data were utilized for this study. We collected data from the 
Kiryana stores and General Stores owners in most of the cases as they are the shop keepers in 
most of the cases and directly in touch with the wholesaler for the purchase of merchandise. On 
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the other hand, other sources of data were included the Economic Survey of Pakistan, Gazette of 
Multan,  and Federal Bureau of Statistics , but collection of secondary data is a big problem as in 
most of the cases data is not available regarding wholesale, retail sector or if available at all, it is  
outdated. 
 
4.3.3  Population, Sample frame and Sampling Procedures 
Determining the sample size is a complex procedure and it is subject to several factors. Such 
fators include the type of sample, statistic to be applied, homogeneity of the population, time, 
money and personnel available for the study (Churchill and Iacobucci, 2002). To accomplish 
collecting task of responses from the respondents we used a randomly drawn sample from  
various areas of Multan. Generally the city consists of four major geographical areas. The effort 
was made to collect almost equal number of responses from all four areas. These are the 
following areas. 
a. Gulgasht Colony 
b. Cantonment Area 
c. New Multan 
d. Old Walled City 
 
In each of the areas Kiryana Stores and General stores were surveyed. The respondents were the 
store owners/managers who were in most of the cases concerned people dealing with the 
wholesalers for procurement of the merchandise. Basically there is no hard and fast rule for 
theory testing, however with at least 100 elements the sample is considered adequate for reliable 
test statistics (Gupta, 2003). A sample with 200 was drawn.  Such a sample represented almost 
10% of the population of Kiryana Stores and General stores in Multan. For the sake of 
consistency, each retailer was requested to respond to a closed-ended set of questions in a 
questionnaire. The rationale for their selection was their active involvement in dealing with the 
logistical issues from the wholesaler.  
 
The population that was studied involved almost 2000 Kiryana Stores and general stores in the 
month of March 2009. Such a figure was estimated from different wholesalers and retailers in the 
retail trade business as well as from the sources of Local Government of Multan.  
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4.3.4  Data Collection Technique 
To accomplish the requirement for suitability of data to the chosen design, we conducted the 
survey for sample elements to collect the primary data for analysis purpose. Similarly, the 
analysis requirement for correlation studies that dictates application of quantitative analytical 
approaches led to the design of a closed-ended questionnaire for data collection. Therefore the 
closed ended questionnaires were used to collect the data regarding effect of relationship 
duration and logistic service performance on the relational norms in Multan, a city of Pakistan. 
Some secondary data was also collected from various agencies like Local Government of Multan 
and some wholesale and trade associations in Multan. 
 
4.3.5  Questionnaire Administration 
Several strategies are available in administering questionnaires in research surveys. With 
advancement in technology, more methods are available now. The available methods include: 
 
Personal questionnaire administration 
Telephone 
Mail 
Fax 
Electronic Surveys 
 
The decision to apply any of the mentioned strategy involves consideration of several factors. 
Such factors include cost, time, and supporting infrastructure. These factors affect not only the 
distribution of questionnaires but also influence the rate of response. Each of these methods has 
their own merits and demerits (Churchill and Iacobucci, 2002). Due to the infrastructural 
problems, some of the methods such as telephone, fax and electronic surveys were not feasible 
for this study. Thus we are left with either the mail survey or personal questionnaire 
administration. The inherent problem with the mail survey is its low response rate as well as we 
are facing a shortage of time as the study has to be submitted in the due time while in mail 
surveys the respondents do not give the priority to answer the mail questionnaires. Therefore, we 
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adopted the personal questionnaire administration. Since the sample size was not too large and 
scattered geographically so it was managed in a way that in the morning hours the shop keepers 
were individually visited either by the researcher or by any of the two assistants and they were 
requested to answer the questions at the spot, in case if any of the shopkeeper was not available 
in the morning or busy in the morning, we handed over the questionnaire to him to be collected 
in the evening. In most of the cases, the filled questionnaires were available the same day when 
they were delivered; very few needed further reinforcement and were collected the next day or 
the other day. The informal networking also helped regarding getting high response rate from the 
retailers as they are from my city (Multan) and in that society still the people give a lot of 
importance to informal networking.   
 
The survey response was 149 questionnaires which is almost 75% which is sufficiently enough 
for analysis and interpretation. Non-respondents were categorized into two groups i.e. unreturned 
questionnaires were 25 and incomplete questionnaires were 26 which is 12% and 13% 
respectively. Non-respondents were contacted and almost 30 gave reasons for their non-response 
as follows. 
 Confidentiality of the information (40%) 
 Lack of Interest to take part in survey (51%) 
 Other reasons (9%) 
 
This chapter elaborates methodology applied for this study as well as research design, population, 
sample frame, sampling procedures and data collection strategy. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
5 Variables Measurement 
 
Introduction 
This chapter is about the operationalization of the study’s latent variables. Such variables are 
presented in the research model and hypothesis chapter thoroughly. Research variables represent 
abstract concepts that help describe relationships. Variable operationalization process is an effort 
to establish the relationship between theoretical construct and empirical indicators of such 
constructs (Mwakibinga, 2008).  
 
5.1  Operationalization Process 
To operationalize the research variables is highly demanding task. In the light of previous 
research experience, it is believed that there is always an imperfect resemblance between the 
measure and the theoretical concepts which denotes that research measures signifies lack of 
complete representation of the research findings on the researched phenomenon. Literature 
indicates that research measurements contain an error component. Such an error represents the 
gap between an abstract concept and the measurable indicators for the very concept. Presence of 
this gap, which has effects on validity of studies’ findings, is vital for empirical research. 
Indispensability of eliminating error component in variable measurements has always been quiet 
tricky and tedious for the researchers. However, the common research practice employed to 
reduce the error demands the use of multiple indicators for one theoretical concept. That is, one 
abstract concept involves several measurable indicators.  
Developing measurements for research variables gives a cautious consideration on factors that 
will lead to a successful design of measurable instruments because the level of data utilized by 
the study is important in determining the choice for measurement instruments to be applied in 
research studies. In fact, there are four levels of data that can be used for scientific studies. The 
levels of data with their relative measurement are presented in the table 6.1 below. 
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Table 5-1: Data Types 
Type of Data Measurement Approaches 
Nominal Qualitative 
Ordinal  Qualitative as well as Quantitative 
Interval Quantitative 
Ratio Quantitative 
 
We have used ordinal level data and interval data for this study. A seven point Likert scale for 
the purpose of collections and measurements of primary data from the respondents were used. A 
Likert scale is useful in measuring attitude. Similarly, its application in measuring ordinal data is 
considered to overcome criticism about scoring and allowing an expression of intensity of 
feeling (Gupta, 2003). Now let us address the accuracy issues of our measuring instrument for 
the study. 
 
5.2  Reliability and Validity Issues 
Reliability and Validity are the key issues in improving accuracy of measurement instrument. 
Most important thing is that the chosen research design should be able to measure what it is 
meant to measure. The issue of validity refers to an accurate representation of information 
(Cozby, 2004).  
Reliability of measures is concerned with consistency of a measure. Reliability is aimed at 
ensuring the objectivity of data that will be used by the study. In this way, it allows different 
researchers to reach at a common conclusion. A structured questionnaire is highly recommended 
as a measuring instrument for the purpose of reliability ( Gupta, 2003). We used the structured 
questionnaire in survey to ensure the reliability of this study. In order to address consistency 
issue, it is recommended that the selected research design should allow for application of items 
that attract the same responses from subjects (Churchill and Iacobucci, 2002).  
The concept of generalization is based on the representation aspect which indicates that how 
much the research findings can be generalized to cover the population from which it was drawn. 
This was handled by drawing a sample from the study’s population. The chosen sample includes 
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the retailers from Multan, a city of Pakistan. Let us now discuss the indicators for latent variables 
for the purpose of measurement. 
5.3  Measurement Models  
There are two types of measurement models in traditional measurement studies. The models 
generally comprise of reflective or formative scales, where reflective scales are represented by 
principal factor model while the formative scales model assumes that the measures have impact 
on a single construct and indicators jointly determine the conceptual and empirical meaning of 
the construct (Jarvis et al, 2003) which is just reverse of principal factor model.  
It is recommended that first of all the separation should be made between the measurements 
models to help for the specification of the measurement model before meaning can be assigned 
to the analysis of the model. Various measurement techniques make it possible for the choice of 
measurement perspectives, which is regarded to be based on theoretical perspectives. Similarly, 
in theory development and testing, construct validity is a necessary condition, where construct 
validity refers to the degree of correspondence between construct and their measures. When 
establishing the construct validity for reflective measures, there are a number of techniques 
available for scale construction. Some of such techniques are factor analysis and classical test 
theory. Similarly, for formative scales, the technique applied is the theoretical rationale and 
expert opinion (Jarvis et al, 2003). 
In this study, due to established causality directions all latent variables are measured using 
reflective scales. Similarly, this measurement direction has created useful grounds for testing 
construct reliability, discriminant validity using the value of Cronbach’s alpha (Buvik, 1995). 
 
5.4  Measurement of Research Variables 
We followed the approach used by various researchers (Buvik, 1995; Mia and Mentzer, 2004) to 
develop methodical measure for study’s constructs. We took the following steps. 
 
- Construct Specification 
- Item selection 
- Purification 
- Scale Validation 
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Through both literature review and theoretical reasoning, latent variables for this study were 
developed.  We used the pool of items used by Mentzer, 1999. This is a content validity process, 
which is used for the establishment of an adequate reflection of a construct by a group of items. 
We measure various constructs by using different research methods as a test of construct validity 
but the research design of this study is based upon one single method which is a survey amongst 
the informants representing the buyer side of the channel that is why proper test of construct 
validity cannot be applied. We try to assess the reliability assessment through unidimensionality.  
We shall use the arguments based on reflective scales based on theoretical considerations which 
justifies the homogeneity of the concept by various items. Reliability measures will be 
supplemented by the fact that items supposed to be reflected by a common construct will be 
assigned to one single factor through principal component analysis. 
We shall assess the discriminant validity by confronting items assumed to correspond to different 
constructs through a principal component analysis to check whether the various groups of items 
are assigned promptly to their relevant construct. 
 
5.4.1   Purification of scales for constructs in the research model 
 
5.4.1.1  Logistic Service Performance 
Theoretical and empirical studies by Mentzer et al. (1999) and Mentzer et al. (2001) sought to 
further develop research by conceptualizing logistic service performance as a broader construct 
encompassing Bienstock, Mentzer, and Bird’s physical distribution service technical/outcome 
dimensions. While, measuring performance of logistic service quality, we used multi item scale 
that reflects the dimensions of logistic service quality construct for this study.  We used a 7-point 
Likert scale (ranging from 1= Strongly Disagree to 7= Strongly Agree) to describe every 
construct within logistic service.  
Logistic service performance was measured by 15 items and the unrevised scale shown high 
internal consistency with a value of cronbach’s alpha 0.816. The 15 items were then factor 
analyzed and the principal component varimax solution assigned 5 items to the first factor.  
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Table 5-2: Logistic service Performance 
LSP25 Orders shipped in right quantity .610 .521 
LSP31 Availability of technical support .669 .488 
LSP32 Damage rarely occur as a result of 
transport 
.699 .452 
LSP33 Protective Packaging .711 .647 
LSP34 Undamaged Delivery .792 .497 
 
Variance Explained: 52.73 %  
Eigen Value : 3.16 
Cronbach’s alpha : 0.816 
 
5.4.1.2 Relational Norms 
Although various researchers (Kaufman and Dant, 1992; Noordewier, et al., 1990; Dwyer et al., 
1987) say that the relational contracting theory ( Macneil, 1981; 1983) present a challenge to 
researchers as it does not give a clear set of dimensions for the operationalization of relational 
norms but Paulin et, al., 1997 say that parties often engage in longer duration cooperative, 
interactive, and non-economic personal satisfaction of relationships. Thus we use the pool of 
items developed by Paulin et al., 1997 based upon the relational contracting theory by Macneil, 
1983). We are using relational norms as dependent variable here in our study. 
While, measuring relational norms, we used multi item scale that reflects the dimensions of 
relational norms construct for this study.  The developed scale consisted of 15 items in the start, 
which converged to the following 6 items in measuring unidimensionality and discrminant 
validity by using varimax rotation of factor analysis in principal factor analysis. We used a 6-
point Likert scale ranging from 1= Strongly Disagree to 7= Strongly Agree for the measurement 
of the items and the construct. 
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Table 5-3: Relational Norms 
RN35 Frank Dealing .773 .445 
RN36 Reliable Promise .769 .552 
RN40 Never makes false caims .705 ..589 
RN44 Joint Responsibility .776 .490 
RN47 Work together to succeed .844 .634 
RN53 Pleasant  Relationship .880 .691 
 
Variance Explained: 52.05 % 
Eigen Value : 3.16 
Cronbach’s alpha : 0.82  
5.4.2 Discriminant validity 
The revised scale for logistic service performance and relational norms were further factor 
analyzed together to judge the discriminant validity. It was carried out by confronting items 
belonging to  different constructs to check whether they are assigned consistently to their 
assigned factors. We used varimax rotation in our factor analysis which is an adequate tool if the 
various common factors are correlated (Buvik, 1995). The table below show the discriminant 
validity of the constructs elaborated above.  
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Table 5-4: Discriminant Validity 
Variables Items 
1 2 
LSP25 Orders shipped in right quantity .610  
LSP31 Availability of technical support .669  
LSP32 Damage rarely occur as a result of 
transport 
.699  
LSP33 Protective Packaging .711  
LSP34 Undamaged Delivery .792  
RN35 Frank Dealing  .773 
RN36 Reliable Promise  .769 
RN40 Never makes false claims  .705 
RN44 Joint Responsibility  .776 
RN47 Work together to succeed  .844 
RN53 Pleasant  Relationship  .880 
 
Average Variance explained: 47.12 % 
 
The scales representing the logistic service quality show an overall satisfactory reliability and 
discriminant validity and for the purpose of analysis we will take the following average measures. 
 
Logistic Service Quality: LSP = (1/5) ∑ (LSP25, LSP31, LSP32, LSP33, LSP34) 
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5.5 Adapted Constructs 
 
We have the following constructs which are included in our model for statistical estimation 
purpose. 
 
1. Relational Norms 
2. Logistic Service Performance 
 
In addition to the above mentioned variables we used the retailers’ purchases from the 
wholesaler, Credit facility extended by the wholesaler, relationship duration and the interaction 
effects of relationship duration with the logistic service performance to be included in our model. 
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Chapter 6 
6 Data Analysis and Hypothesis Testing 
 
 
6.1  Statistical Estimation Methods 
Several options are available for estimation of research models. It depends upon the relationship 
between dependent and independent variables. In most of the cases where we are judging the 
strength of relationship between dependent and independent variables with the effect of 
moderators and both the dependent and the independent variables are continuous in nature we 
use the multiple regression analysis (Cohen and Cohen, 1983). This is measured by the 
predictive validity coefficient of the model-R2. Regression analysis is considered highly 
important in statistical estimations that involve interaction effects. Thus we adopted multiple 
regression analysis with ordinary least square method. This method has been widely applied with 
studies of a similar nature (Garcia and Kandemir, 2006). 
6.1  Regression Model  
 
Y = b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + …..+ bnXn + Έ 
 
Whereby: 
 
Y = Dependent Variable 
b0 = Constant (Intercept) 
b1, b2, bn = Beta coefficients (slopes) for independent variables X1, X2, Xn respectively 
X1, X2, Xn = Independent Variables 
Έ = Standard error term 
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The study included all variables in the regression model by using an OLS estimation technique. 
The final model looks as the follows. 
 
RN = b0 + b1 (PV) + b2 (Credit) – b3 (LSP) – b4 Log (RD) + b5 (Log (RD) * (LSP)) + Έ  
The model consists of the following 
RN= Relational Norms 
LSP = Logistic Service Performance 
Log RD = Natural Log of Relationship Duration 
Log RD * LSP = Product of natural log of relationship duration and Logistic service 
Performance 
Credit= Credit Facility provided by the supplier 
PV = Purchase volume of the retailer from the wholesaler 
 
Estimation Results 
Correlations 
 
Table 6-1: Correlation Matrix 
 RN Credit LSP Log(Time) Log(Time)*LSP 
RN 1.000     
Credit .126 1.000    
LSP .483 .118 1.000   
Log(Time) .183 .225 .190 1.000  
Log(Time)*LSP .336 .228 .445 .952 1.000 
Mean 5.63 0.52 5.68 1.72 10.00 
Std. Dev 0.96 0.5 1.0 0.9 5.7 
N 149 149 149 149 149 
 
As we see from the above table that there is a weaker correlation between credit facility by the 
retailer with relational norms and it does not affect much but we see that logistic service 
performance is strongly correlated with relational norm as well as interaction effect of 
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relationship duration and logistic service performance. Now we run the regression model with 
following results 
 
 
Table 6-2: Regression Values 
Model Un-Standardized 
Coefficients 
Independent Variables t-values 
Constant 5.524  6.325** 
Control Variable -0.0003 PV of Retailer from 
wholesaler 
1.035* 
 0.124 Credit Facility 0.806 
Main Effect -0.027 Logistic Service 
Performance 
-0.174 
 -1.670 Natural log of 
Relationship Duration 
-3.265** 
Interaction Effect 0.305 Log of time*LSP 3.475** 
 
R2 = 0.320 & R2 Adjusted = 0.290    F(5,113) = 10.65 
**significant at p<.01  *significant at p<.10 
 
Including both the independent construct as well as the interaction effect are influential to the 
prediction capability of our model. As we see from the above model that value of R2=0.320, 
which means that our model is able to predict 32 % of the variance in the Relational Norms by 
including the logistic service performance and interaction effect of log of relationship duration 
and logistic service performance or we can say alternatively that independent variables explain 
32 % of the variance of the dependent variable. Now we present the effect of log of relationship 
duration * Logistic service performance as follows. Let us take the partial derivative of RN with 
respect to log of relationship duration and draw the graph to present the effect of interaction 
terms. 
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δRN ⁄ δLogRD = 5.524 – 1.670 (logRD) + 0.305 (LSP) 
  = -1.670 + 0.305 (LSP) 
 
Figure 6-1: Interaction effect 
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From the presented graph it is obvious that, when the logistic service is modest / Low the 
interaction effect of log of relationship duration (Log RD) and relational norms (RN) is negative. 
But the relationship which can be presented like this δRN ⁄ δLogRD is showing an increasing 
trend when the service level increases. The graph shows a positive slope of the relationship, 
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which means that when the level of logistic service increases, the interaction effect becomes 
positive and relationship of duration and relational norms is in forced. If we further elaborate the 
graph, we see that value of interaction effect is -1.670 at the zero level of performance showing 
that the interaction effect is negative. The value of interaction effect gradually starts getting 
towards the positive side of the graph as the level of logistic performance increases. At the 
performance level of 5.47 it gets out of the negative region of the graph and onward the 
interaction effect becomes positive as the performance level further increases from the value of 
5.47. The graph also shows the direction of the relationship. Therefore we can say on the basis of 
our model and above graph that effect of relationship duration on the creation of relational norms 
is strongly contingent upon the level of logistic service quality in the business relationships.  
 
6.2 Hypotheses Testing 
In chapter three, we proposed three hypotheses. These were tested using statistical results from 
regression estimates. The hypotheses were: 
 
H1: The effect of relational duration on relational norms is dependent / contingent on the level of 
logistics performance. 
 
H2: The effect of relationship duration is negative on the relational norms when the logistic 
performance is low / modest. 
 
H3: The effect of relationship duration is positive on the relational norms when the logistic 
performance is high. 
 
The hypothesis is supported by the results of our regression model. The model is significant at 
F= 10.65 at p<0.01, however as we look in the equation given below. 
δRN ⁄ δLogRD = 5.524 – 1.670 (logRD) + 0.305 (LSP) 
  = -1.670 + 0.305 (LSP) 
 
The value of coefficient of interaction effect is 0.305 which is obviously non zero, and the t-
value = 3.475 at p<.01 which shows that the value of interaction effect is highly significant and 
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depending upon the level of logistic service of the seller. Therefore, we can safely say that the 
effect of relationship duration on relational norms is contingent on the level of logistic 
performance which is our main hypothesis H1.  
Similarly, from the above graph of Figure 6.1, the value of interaction effect of relationship 
duration and relational norms is -1.670 (which is a negative value). So, when the logistic 
performance level is zero or less than 5.47, the value of interaction effect remains in the negative 
region of the graph. Thus, we can interpret from this result that at a low or modest level of 
logistic service performance the effect of relationship duration on relational norms is negative 
which proves our second hypothesis (H2) which states that the effect of relationship duration is 
negative on the relational norms when the logistic performance is low / modest. The same can be 
discussed by elaborating the results from the model / graph in the following matrix. 
 
Table 6-3: Extended Relationship Matrix 
 
 
When the relationship duration is short and the level of logistic performance is low / modest, we 
are in cell 3. This shows the modestly negative relationship between relationship duration and 
relational norms. We can land into cell 3 from cell 1 as well. In this situation it may be a case of 
adverse selection that the performance level of the seller deteriorated sharply but the buyer is still 
in relationship with this seller. This situation may be attributed to various reasons, for example, 
the buyer is new entrant into this marker and is unaware of the market dynamics, other situation 
may be that market structure is monopolistic in nature for this particular product and the buyer is 
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not left with any other option in the short term. But this is a transitionary stage and soon it will 
end up by moving in either cell 2 or cell 4.  
If on the feedback of the buyer, seller improves its logistic service performance then in the 
matrix we reach in situation in cell 2 which is a positive situation and helps in developing norms 
over the passage of time. This is also in accordance with our third hypothesis (H3) which states 
that the effect of relationship duration is positive on the relational norms when the logistic 
performance is high. The other possibility is that despite the continuous voice from the buyer the 
logistic service performance of the seller remains low. This situation brings us in cell 4. This 
situation again proves our second hypothesis (H2). If the relationship is lying in cell 4, then, 
there are fare chances that the business relationship is ended up with some exit or quit strategy, 
because the logistic performance is very low and the relationship has moved a long way but the 
relational norms are eroding continuously. According to this situation, effect of relationship 
duration and relational norms is negative if the service level of performance is low / modest 
which is in fact our second hypothesis (H2). 
Now again we look at the graph in figure 6.1 which shows that, when the logistic performance 
level exceeds 5.47 the value of interaction effect enters into the positive region of the graph. The 
direction of the slope is positive and increasing, and the logistic service performance level is high. 
This can be interpreted that there is a positive relationship between relationship duration and 
relational norms when the logistic service performance is high. This is in accordance with our 
third hypothesis (H3) which states that the effect of relationship duration on relational norms is 
positive if the logistic service performance is high. This is also according to the relational 
contracting theory that relationship norms will flourish as the age of relationship grows. The 
same can also be proved from the above matrix. Now, according to current scenario we are in 
cell 1. This is the scenario, when the relationship duration is shorter or younger and the logistic 
performance level is high. This situation is transitory in nature and we may end up in cell 2 and 
cell 3 (which we have already discussed). In cell 2 the logistic service level is high and the 
relationship duration is long, which is as per relational contracting theory. This is in line with our 
third hypothesis (H3). Thus, our hypothesis that the effect of relationship duration is positive on 
relational norms if the logistic performance level is high is proved again. Therefore, we can 
conclude from our model generally that the effect of relationship duration on the relational norms 
is contingent on the level of logistic service performance. 
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Chapter 7 
 
7 Conclusion, Implications and Limitations of the Study 
 
7.1 Statistical Results 
In the last chapter we have presented the results of our regression model with conformity of data 
set according to the recommendations by the literature. Our results indicate conformance of the 
data set to the assumptions. Analysis of regression results has been the result of rigorous testing 
of data set, initially conceptualizing the item set through literature then conducting the survey 
personally. This stage was followed by the testing of unidimensionality and discriminant validity 
testing by using the principal component factor analysis. Finally, we reached at the regression 
analysis, we used the OLS technique and came up with the final results with all the necessary 
significance tests. Results indicate that facility of the credit is not influential on the logistic 
service quality performance. While the relationship of time and logistic performance is highly 
significant and influential on the relational norms. Interestingly, our finding that in the short term 
duration, the retailer keeps on buying from the same wholesaler encourages a further deep look 
in the study. The influence of purchase volume also, does not explain the variance in the 
relational norms as the size of the retailer is not influencing the nature of relationship with the 
wholesaler, due to mostly small size of the retailers and absence of an organized retail sector. 
 
7.2 Theoretical Implications of the study 
Most important theoretical implication of our study is an attempt, in fact, to reduce the existing 
theoretical gap in the social exchanges and buyer- seller relationship dynamics (Ivan and Blois, 
2004) in Pakistan. We have also tested the logistic service quality (Mentzer et al., 1999, 2001) 
contributions with the softer side of the relational norms which are rooted in a sociological 
tradition. Various authors for example (Gloria-Palmero, 1999; Misztal, 1996) suggest that a 
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particular nature of relational norm may exist in a particular business; it is never categorized as 
positive or negative and will keep on existing in that setup over the passage of time as it is the 
product of duration which has evolved in a certain period of time, therefore, we cannot identify 
and fix the level and nature of relational norms and their acceptance in various societies. Linking 
the studies’ empirical results with theoretical assumptions provide ground for the arguments on 
the validity of the framework on the phenomenon in question. In our study we developed the 
relational norm model based upon the relationship duration and quality of logistics service for 
buyer-seller relationships in the wholesale and trade sector of Pakistan.  
Using relational contracting theory as our main theory, we have tested the hypotheses for 
empirical authentication. All our hypotheses has been supported statistically, the hypothesized 
relationship between relationship duration and relational norms has been supported by the model 
which we have tested in this study. The first hypothesis proposed the positive association 
between relationship duration and the relational norms if the logistic service level is high is in 
line with the literature (Samouel, 2007) as the length of duration increases the level of 
confidence in the relationship also increases and the service level of the wholesaler increases as 
well (Flink et al., 2008). Our second  hypothesis is that negative association exists between the 
relationship duration and the relational norms if the logistic service level is low is also supported 
by Doney & Canon (1997) who elaborate that relationship and trust take time to grow and are 
contingent to the underlying level of agreed service.  
As we see in one particular case in our study that that in younger relationships the performance is 
critical on the relationship between time and relational norms has been stated by Casciaro (2003) 
who is of the view that relationships are very sensitive in their early stages when the partners are 
learning to work with each other, he further argues that as time passes and the partners learn to 
predict each other expectations the level of uncertainty decreases and the potential strength of 
relational increases which clearly states the findings of our theoretical model presented in this 
study. Sometimes performance is dependent on the relational choice available between the 
transacting parties, some other authors suggest the discrepancy in the use of information 
technology tool sometimes lead to an unacceptable level of service in the relationship (Heide and 
John, 1992) which may be attributed in Pakistan as the level of most of the retailer is too small as 
compared to the wholesaler that they cannot afford to have formal information technology tools 
while their corresponding wholesaler make better use of these tools for inventory and order 
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management processes. This is also in line with Reinartz and Kumar (2003) who argued that 
both short term and long term relationship can be fruitful depending upon the service level. 
Although Dwyer et al., (1987) and Heide (1994) propose the concept that relational norms are 
dependent on time dimension but there are some theoretical and empirical concerns. 
 
7.3 Managerial Implications 
The findings of our study can also be significant and interesting for the practitioners in the field 
of wholesale and retail sector in Pakistan. Particularly, the foreign entrants in to the Pakistani 
market always staggered with the dearth of research in different fields, this study can serve the 
purpose to know the dynamics of buyer-seller relationships emerged over time based upon the 
logistic service level quality. The managers can get benefit from this study by understanding the 
expectations retailers can have from their wholesalers and in this way the logistic service 
provided by the wholesalers can be improved or the gap can be reduced between the expected 
and the actual level of service. Another very important area can be to understand the relationship 
of time and norms based upon service. The managers can adopt those levels of services which 
can extend their relationship from shorter to longer period of time and helping in developing 
relational norms. As well as the study can help them in developing an inventory of high service 
level practices and social and business norms for enduring relationships.  
 
7.4 Conclusion 
The current work is based upon the logistic service performance (Mentzer et al., 1999, 2001) and 
the relationship duration and relational norms as proposed by the relational contracting theory 
(Macneil, 1983). The study was conducted in wholesale-retail sector of Pakistan, where the size 
of the retailer is smaller and the consolidation is low (Abdul Ghani, 2005). We have tried to 
synthesize the relational norms with logistic performance over the passage of time. Our 
theoretical hypothesis are generally proved by the study and our model is supported by the study 
significantly, except in one situation when the retailer is buying from the wholesaler in the short 
term duration despite a moderately low level of logistic service can be attributed to some other 
reasons not just the domain of our relational contracting theory. The reasons may be the new 
entrants in the business and unawareness about market dynamics. The relational contracting 
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theory says a particular relationship which has occurred over the passage of time is likely to 
continue in the future as well, but our conclusion is that the probability of that relationship to 
continue over time (Ivens and Blois, 2004) is contingent on the level of service provided (Flink 
et al., 2007) by the seller, if the retailer continues to get same level of service over the passage of 
time the relationship will continue and it will weaken in the presence of continuously low level 
of service. Thus, it is proved empirically that the endurance of the relationship is dependent on 
the quality of logistic service performance. Our study is more encompassing the delivery aspect 
of the logistics which can be further enriched (Mentzer, 2001) by adding some allied logistical 
activities in it.  
7.5 Limitations 
There are a few limitations for this research. The foremost is the coverage of the research. It 
covers only Multan city in Pakistan which is the 5th largest city having a population 2.5 million 
(FBS, 2002). Although it covers almost all population groups in the country but the cities like 
Islamabad and Karachi mostly have more consolidated retail sector (Abdul Ghani, 2005) and the 
trend is towards consolidation as foreign retailers has started entering into the market. The issue 
of lack of literature on buyer-seller relationships in the domain of relationship contracting theory 
on Pakistan is another very important limitation of this study. The literature that has been utilized 
to conceptualize the study has been based on the developed countries settings. As, our study is 
based upon the length of relationship and relational norms which is time based phenomenon and 
for this we need a longitudinal study as the snapshot of relationship duration cannot be captured 
through cross sectional studies. The unit of analysis in the study was dyad while a retailer is 
simultaneously interacting with several wholesalers, thus it may be the potential to disorient the 
results. One very important aspect of the study is the lack of research culture and inherent 
attitude of the respondents. The small and unorganized nature of the retail sector makes it further 
difficult to interact with the retailers as most of the retailers are either uneducated or only 
meagerly educated.  Another reason which may be attributed to limitations was the time of the 
survey, when the security situation was dwindling day by day and the shopkeepers were in panic 
and free movement in the city was a threat, therefore some of the shopkeepers were not willing 
to cooperate as shops were opened for some short time of the day and they were more interested 
in dealing with their customers, instead answering our questions. 
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7.6 Future Research 
This research has introduced the model of relational norms with respect to relationship duration 
keeping in view the service level of logistic performance. This study is in particular perspective 
of Pakistan and is mostly dependent upon the more general studies conducted in the past on this 
field. The results of the study enjoy the empirical support from the data and statically analyzed 
hypotheses yet in certain other conditions it may sometime give the unexpected results. In this 
study our tool to capture the information from the retailer was mainly encompassing the delivery 
and service aspects of logistic performance due to the scope of the research but in future we can 
inculcate some other logistic service issues such as order documentation, procedural ease, and 
fulfillment consistency related problems. The coverage of the study can be extended to the 
country level to add more confidence in the empirically tested results. The study can also be 
extended to other product categories to cover the wholesale and retail sector in general by not 
just limiting it to groceries. We can also use the case study technique in future to interview the 
retailers as well as wholesalers in depth to further look in to the dynamics of buyer-seller 
relationships in wholesale and retail sector of Pakistan. As we know that the unit of analysis of 
this study was dyad, to overcome its limitations we can undertake the network approach to study 
as the partners in the dyad are interacting with a number of actors in the relationship and this 
may come up with more interesting and reliable outcomes. 
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Appendix A  
 Factor Loadings  
Variables Items 
1 2 
LSP25 Orders shipped in right quantity .610  
LSP31 Availability of technical support .669  
LSP32 Damage rarely occur as a result of transport .699  
LSP33 Protective Packaging .711  
LSP34 Undamaged Delivery .792  
RN35 Frank Dealing  .773 
RN36 Reliable Promise  .769 
RN40 Never makes false caims  .705 
RN44 Joint Responsibility  .776 
RN47 Work together to succeed  .844 
RN53 Pleasant  Relationship  .880 
 
Correlation Matrix 
 
 RN Credit LSP Log(Time) Log(Time)*LSP 
RN 1.000     
Credit .126 1.000    
LSP .483 .118 1.000   
Log(Time) .183 .225 .190 1.000  
Log(Time)*LSP .336 .228 .445 .952 1.000 
Mean 5.63 0.52 5.68 1.72 10.00 
Std. Dev 0.96 0.5 1.0 0.9 5.7 
N 149 149 149 149 149 
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Appendix B 
Dear Respondent 
I am conducting a survey for my M.Sc. dissertation on retailers and 
wholesalers’ relationship in Pakistan. The retailers are the respondents 
for this survey to judge the quality of the distribution services provided 
by the wholesalers. The results of the survey will be useful for the 
wholesalers, retailers especially and for the entrepreneurs and the 
logistic service providers generally. An executive summary of its 
findings will be made available on request. 
It will take only a few minutes and you need only tick your answer for 
each question. You can be absolutely sure that the information 
collected from you will remain strictly confidential, and no individual 
respondent will be identified. This questionnaire will be collected from 
you by the researcher or an assistant. 
Your candid and timely response is critical to the success of my 
dissertation and is greatly appreciated. Thanks a lot. 
 
Sincerely 
 
Muhammad Hassan  
Molde University College, 
Norway
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Title of the Survey 
“Assessing the role of physical distribution 
service quality of a Wholesaler in value 
creation as perceived by the Retailer” 
 
 
 
Note: While answering this survey please base your 
answers on one specific wholesaler who is 
involved in some business dealings with you. For 
example wholesaler of grocery items, food items, and 
other consumer products. Please assess the statements 
in the questionnaire carefully and take a stand based on 
your experience with this specific wholesaler. 
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Survey Questionnaire 
Name of your Retail Store__________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________ 
Name of the Wholesaler_________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
1. We purchase the following product category from this wholesaler     
 (You can tick more than one category) 
Food Items Candies , 
Chips & 
Chocolates 
Toiletries Dairy Products Others 
 
2. Total years of experience of business of the retailer____________________ 
 
3. Total Years of experience with this Wholesaler________________________ 
 
 
4. Total Sales Volume in 2008  PKR  _____________________Approximately 
 
5. Total Purchase Volume from this Wholesaler in 2008_________________ 
6. What percentage of orders are delivered completely without any error by  
 
this Wholesaler (approximately)_________________________________ 
7. The Credit facility is provided by this wholesaler (Please tick one) 
 
• Yes  
• No    (If your answer is No then skip to the next page) 
 
8. How much credit time is provided by this wholesaler?  
9. Approximately________________________Days 
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Please circle the number that represents your views regarding the following 
statements. Please circle once for each statement 
   
Strongly Disagree                    
Strongly Agree 
9 
 The complaints regarding order are 
handled speedily by this wholesaler 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
10 
This wholesaler provides all the necessary 
information regarding different promotional 
schemes for the products 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11 
The rush orders and special requests are 
handled very promptly by this wholesaler 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
12 Our firm will keep on  purchasing from this 
wholesaler in the future 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
13 
The order placement procedures of this 
wholesaler are very flexible 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
14 
The order placement procedures of this 
wholesaler are very convenient 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
15 The order communication time with this 
wholesaler  is very satisfactory 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
16 Our firm is very satisfied with this 
wholesaler’s mode of transportation of 
goods 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
17 The response of this wholesaler to 
backorders is very consistent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Please circle the number that represents your views regarding the following 
statements. Please circle once for each statement                                                                            
   
Strongly Disagree                    
Strongly Agree 
18 The back order time of this wholesaler is 
very short. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
19 
This wholesaler’s  transportation time for 
goods is very satisfactory 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
20 
This wholesaler always delivers the 
ordered products on time 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
21 The time between placing and receiving an 
order from this wholesaler is very 
satisfactory 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Please circle the number that represents your views regarding the following 
statements. Please circle once for each statement                                                             
   
Strongly Disagree                    
Strongly Agree 
22 This wholesaler delivers very good order 
documentation  with deliveries 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
23 This wholesaler’s shipments are rarely filled 
with expired items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
24 This wholesaler’s shipments are rarely filled 
with wrong items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
25 This wholesaler’s shipments rarely contains 
incorrect quantity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
26 The invoices from this wholesaler are very 
easy to understand 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
27 The product brands purchased from this 
wholesaler by us have very strong image 
among our customers 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
28 There are no impositions of 
minimum/maximum order size by this 
wholesaler 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Please circle the number that represents your views regarding the following 
statements. Please circle once for each statement                                                                            
   
Strongly Disagree                    
Strongly Agree 
29 
The invoices from this wholesaler are 
always matched to our purchase orders 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
30 The sales return procedures of this 
wholesaler are very convenient  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
31 The billing procedures of this wholesaler 
are very consistent   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
32 Complete technical support is always 
available by this wholesaler 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
33 
All orders delivered by this wholesaler are 
protectively packaged 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
34 
All orders delivered by this wholesaler are 
delivered undamaged 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Please circle the number that represents your views regarding the following 
statements. Please circle once for each statement                                                                            
   
Strongly Disagree                    
Strongly Agree 
35 This wholesaler has been very 
frank in dealing with us 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
36 The promises made by this 
wholesaler are always reliable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
37 This wholesaler is very 
knowledgeable about the 
products delivered to our firm 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
38 This wholesaler has made a lot 
of sacrifices for us in the past 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
39 This wholesaler has been on 
our side while negotiating 
claims from the manufacturers 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
40 This wholesaler does never 
make false claims 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
41 This wholesaler has no 
problems in understanding our 
position  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
42 This wholesaler is always  
open in dealing with us 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
43 This wholesaler has no 
problem in responding to our 
requests 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Please circle the number that represents your views regarding the following 
statements. Please circle once for each statement                                                                            
   
Strongly Disagree                    
Strongly Agree 
44 If any problem arises, our firm 
and this wholesaler consider it 
as a joint responsibility to 
resolve this problem 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
45 Our firm and this wholesaler 
are concerned about each 
other's profitability 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
46 Our firm and this supplier will 
never take advantage of each 
other’s bargaining position 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
47 This wholesaler and our firm 
will always work together to be 
successful 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Please circle the number that represents your views regarding the following 
statements. Please circle once for each statement                                                                            
   
Strongly Disagree                    Strongly 
Agree 
48 We defend this wholesaler when 
outsiders criticize this wholesaler  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
49 If another wholesaler offered us 
better coverage, we would never 
take them on 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
50 We are very patient with this 
wholesaler when they make 
mistakes that cause us trouble 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Please circle the number that represents your views regarding the following 
statements. Please circle once for each statement                                                            
   
Strongly Disagree                    Strongly 
Agree 
51 The relationship between our firm 
and this wholesaler has been a 
very satisfactory 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
52 Generally, our firm is very satisfied 
with its overall relationship with 
this wholesaler 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
53 Our firm is very pleased with its 
working relationship with this 
wholesaler 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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